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QUESTION 1

Which two worker information areas can be evaluated in a performance document? 

A. Qualifications 

B. Development Goals 

C. Performance Goals 

D. Languages 

E. Competencies 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 2

What should a manager do if he has assigned an organization goal to his direct reports, but intends to change the target
completion date of Goals for the direct reports? 

A. Sign in as the manager, go to Navigator/About me/ Goals/ My Worker Goals. Select the goal assigned by him and
click Edit. Change the target completion date and click Submit. 

B. Manage cannot change the Target completion date of the assigned organizational Goal. 

C. Sign in as the manager, go to Navigator/ About me/ Goals/ My Organization Goals. Select the goal created by him
and click Edit. Change the target completion date and click Submit. 

D. Sign in as the manager, go to Navigator/ About me/ Goals/ My Organization Goals. Delete the assigned goal and
select a new goal created by him with the new target completion date and assign the newly created goal. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three statements are true about the Notes added in the Talent Review Meeting? 

A. Business Leaders create and manage notes on the Talent Review dashboard. 

B. Reviewers can see all notes created for the meeting for their direct and indirect reports. 

C. Reviewers create and manage notes for their direct and indirect reports on the Prepare Review Content page. 

D. Facilitators create and manage notes on the Talent Review dashboard. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4
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When exploring roles that may be of interest to you, other than manually searching for a role, which two categories are
available on the Explore Roles tile? 

A. Best Matches 

B. Departmental Roles 

C. Recommended Roles from Manager and HR Specialist 

D. Recommendations from Peers 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a functional analyst and have been tasked with creating new content items to be used in various 

profile templates. 

What set of steps will you perform to accomplish this task? 

A. Create content type, create item, set fields to be displayed, associate rating model, and save and close. 

B. Create item, set the content type and content item fields, associate rating model, and save and close. 

C. Create item, set the content type and content item fields, associate rating model, and save and close, and repeat the
preceding steps for all the required content items. 

D. Create item, set the content type and content item fields, save and close, and repeat the preceding steps for all the
required content items. 

E. Create item and set the content item fields, set content type, save and close, and repeat the preceding steps for all
the required content items. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two types of goals can be included in a Performance Document for review? 

A. Development Goals 

B. Organization Goals 

C. Performance Improvement Goals 

D. Performance Goals 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7
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After the completion of the performance document, the employees profile is updated. The HR user wants to be able to
identify the source of the ratings that appear in the employees profile. Which object helps a user distinguish between the
sources of the ratings? 

A. Content Type 

B. Content Section 

C. Instance Qualifier 

D. Content Item 

E. Content Library 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Your organization may require an annual performance evaluation that includes any or all of the sections. Which four
section types are valid for performance document template sections? 

A. Manager only Questionnaire 

B. Profile Content to rate worker competencies 

C. Manager Final Feedback 

D. Worker Final Feedback 

E. Goals to rate worker goals 

Correct Answer: BCDE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two statements are true regarding adding goals to and removing goals from a talent pool? 

A. When you add a goal to a pool, all members of the pool are assigned the goal. 

B. If you remove a development goal from a talent pool, that goal will be automatically removed from the workers\\'
goals list, which inherited the goal from the talent pool. 

C. You can only add goals that exist in the goal library. 

D. When you add a goal to pool members who already have that goal as one of their existing goals, the goal will be
duplicated in their goal list. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10
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Which two statements are true about organization goals? 

A. They can be shared with people in the organization and with those outside the organization. 

B. Another organization\\'s leader can align their organization goal to that of a different leader\\'s organization goal. 

C. They can be transferred from one organization owner to another. 

D. They can be seen by anyone in the organization after being published. 

E. They can be seen by anyone in the enterprise. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11

You are implementing Oracle Goal Management for a midsize company. Your customer wants to add 

goals from a legacy application. These goals need to be available to all workers, managers, and 

organization owners. 

Identify two ways to satisfy these requirements. 

A. Add goals to a goal plan. 

B. Add goals to the goal library. 

C. Add the goals as an organizational owner. 

D. Upload goals into the goal library by using an application-generated spreadsheet. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two statements are true regarding succession plan strength? 

A. It is also known as plan bench strength. 

B. It is a non-calculated description of succession plan that is determined by the number of candidates in the plan and
their risk of loss. 

C. It is a non-calculated description of succession plans that is determined by the number of candidates in the plan and
their readiness. 

D. It can be manually overridden. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 13
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When a descriptive flexfield is deployed for a goal template, which will that flexfield will be visible for? 

A. None of the above 

B. Existing goals using that goal template 

C. New goals that are created from that moment on, using that template 

D. All goals previously created using that template along with goals created going forward using that template 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

While conducting a Talent Review Meeting for an organization, the Facilitator is unable to move the workers from one
box to another box within the box chart. What setting should be updated to enable the 

Facilitator to move employees in the 9-box or at what stage is it enabled? 

A. The Facilitator should update the Meeting Date to a past date (date earlier that the system date). 

B. The Facilitator should update the Data Submission deadline to a past date (date earlier that the system date). 

C. The Facilitator should conduct the meeting only after all the Review Participants have submitted the Review Content
Data. 

D. The Facilitator should update the Status of the meeting to In Progress if the Meeting Date is scheduled on a future
date. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

You are implementing Oracle Performance Management Cloud with the requirements that during performance
evaluation, a manager should be able to allocate rewards to direct reports and also be able to promote them. How do
you meet these requirements? 

A. In the performance process flow setup, include the tasks Allocate Rewards and Manage Promotions. 

B. Recommend that the client perform those tasks outside the performance evaluation process in compensation
management. 

C. Include the Manage Promotions task in the process flow, but handle rewards separately in compensation
management. 

D. Include the Allocate Rewards subtask in the process flow, but handle promotions separately in core HR. 

E. Configure the performance document sections to include rewards and promotions. 

Correct Answer: C 
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